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This syllabus provides French students and their parents with an explanation of course objectives, content and expected outcomes. It is hoped that this format will give an overview of the scope of the course, and as such will help students to prepare for academic success.

Student Requirements and Expected Levels of Achievement

To meet with success in this course, students will be expected to:

1. Be in attendance and participate productively in class activities daily.

2. Study and practice to the point of memorization all materials presented in class and in the textbook.
3. Complete all homework assignments, and if being excused for another school-related activity, request the work in advance.
4. Pass aural/oral and written quizzes and tests, including the final exam, at a 70% level of mastery to be promoted to the next level.

Learning Objectives

The student will be able to:

1. Develop aural proficiency by listening attentively to the French modeled by the teacher and/or any recorded sources.
2. Develop oral proficiency by first imitating and then actively practicing the spoken language. 3. Comprehend more complex questions, statements and directives in French.
4. Read and write sentences, paragraphs and stories, using vocabulary and grammatical concepts presented in class and/or through the textbook.
5. Express and awareness of the cultural differences which exist in their lives and the lives of French-speaking people.




Evaluation is based on the following criteria each nine weeks:

1. Tests, quizzes

2. Oral activities

3. Classwork

4. Homework

5. Projects

6. Daily participation



The grading scale for Keystone Oaks is:

A 90-100%

B     80-89%

C 70-79%

D 60-69%

F Below 59 %



Homework is assigned approximately 3-4 times per week to reinforce skills learned in class.

The following websites are also recommended for student practice: my.hrw.com (online text), quizlet.com, quiz.com, duolingo.com, kahoot.com

Materials for class: Students will be provided with a Bien Dit textbook and workbook.Students will need to obtain the following: 1 1/2 inch binder, book cover, writing utensil. It is also useful for students to have markers or colored pencils at home for projects.


French 5—Course Overview

Textbook: Allez-Viens 3

Chapitre 1—France, les régions ●	French menu
●	Culture: Traditional regional clothing, specialties, and foods

●	Conversation skills: renewing old acquaintances, inquiring, expressing enthusiasm and dissatisfaction, exchanging information, asking about and describing what a place was like, making recommendations, ordering and asking for details
●	Grammar: passé composé vs. imparfait

Chapitre 2—Belgique, nous voila!

●	At the gas station and adjectives

●	Culture: overview of Belgium and favorite comic book characters

●	Conversation skills:	asking for and giving directions, expressing impatience, reassuring someone, expressing enthusiasm and boredom, asking and telling where things are.
●	Grammar: the verb conduire, the imperative, pronouns and their placement

Chapitre 3—Soyons responsables!

●	Household chores, personal responsibilities, and social responsibilities

●	Culture: Overview of Switzerland, Swiss work ethic, Switzerland’s neutrality, environmental issues

●	Conversation skills:	asking for, granting, and refusing permission, expressing obligation, forbidding, reproaching, justifying your actions and rejecting others’ excuses.
●	Grammar: the subjunctive, ne. . . .pas + infinitive

Chapitre 4—Des gouts et des couleurs

●	Describing clothing and hair styles

●	Culture: French clothing stores, French sense of fashion

●	Conversation skills: asking for and giving opinions, asking which one, pointing out and identifying people and things, paying and responding to compliments, reassuring someone.
●	Grammar: the interrogative and demonstrative pronouns, the causative faire

Chapitre 5—C’est notre avenir! ●	Future choices and careers
●	Culture: Careers and education in Senegal, overview of Senegal, planning for a career, types of job training, writing a formal letter
●	Conversation skills: asking about and expressing intentions, expressing conditions and possibilities, asking about future plans, expressing wishes, expressing indecision, giving advice, requesting information
●	Grammar: The future, the conditional, question formation with inversion

Three Musketeers or Les Miserables Students will be able to:
●	Read a simplified French novel ●	Recount details from the story ●	Summarize the plot of story
●	Give and support their opinions

